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Abstract
In this article we consider the 3D Primitive Equations (PEs) of the ocean, without viscosity
and linearized around a stratified flow. As recalled in the Introduction, the PEs without
viscosity ought to be supplemented with boundary conditions of a totally new type which
must be nonlocal. In this article a set of boundary conditions is proposed for which we show
that the linearized PEs are well-posed. The proposed boundary conditions are based on a
suitable spectral decomposition of the unknown functions. Noteworthy is the rich structure of
the Primitive Equations without viscosity. Our study is based on a modal decomposition in the
vertical direction; in this decomposition, the first mode is essentially a (linearized) Euler flow,
then a few modes correspond to a stationary problem partly elliptic and partly hyperbolic;
finally all the other modes correspond to a stationary problem fully hyperbolic.
Résumé
Dans cet article, nous considérons les équations primitives (EP) tridimensionnelles de l’océan,
sans viscosité, linéarisées autour d’un écoulement stratifié. Comme nous le rappelons dans
l’introduction, les conditions aux limites qui accompagnent les EP sans viscosité doivent être
d’un type totalement nouveau ; plus précisément, elles doivent nécessairement être non lo-
cales. Ici, nous proposons un jeu de conditions aux limites qui rendent les EP linéarisées bien
posées. Elles s’appuient sur une décomposition spectrale adaptée des inconnues, et prennent
en compte la structure très particulière des équations primitives sans viscosité. Notre étude
est basée sur une décomposition modale dans la direction verticale ; dans cette décomposition,
le premier mode se comporte quasiment comme un écoulement d’Euler (linéarisé). Quelques-
uns des modes supérieurs correspondent à un problème stationnaire à la fois elliptique et
hyperbolique. Enfin, tous les autres modes sont régis par un problème stationnaire purement
hyperbolique.
2000 Mathematics Subject Classification. 35Q35, 35L50, 76D03.
Key words and phrases. Inviscid Primitive Equations, Open Boundary Conditions, Well-posedness.
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1. Introduction
The theory of the Primitive Equations with viscosity has developed parallel to that of
the Navier Stokes equations of incompressible fluids, up to a certain point; see e.g. [6],
[7], or the review articles [15], [9]. However the theory of the Primitive Equations of the
ocean and the atmosphere in the absence viscosity is not expected to be similar to that
of the Euler equations (of incompressible fluids) and we know, since the article of Oliger
and Sundström [8], that there does not exist any set of local boundary conditions for
which these equations are well-posed; hence the need to determine (nonlocal) boundary
conditions for which the PEs are well-posed. We arrive, in this way, to boundary value
problems which are totally new to the best of our knowledge, and the difficulty and the
novelty occur already in the linear (linearized) context. For the primitive equations, a
related problem appears also in the context of numerical simulations; this issue has been
(and will be) addressed elsewhere, see e.g. [16] and [11].
In this article we focus on the linearized Primitive Equations for which the boundary
condition difficulty is already fully present [8], [14]. In earlier works we have considered
the PEs in space dimensions 2 and 2.5, [10], [1]. In this article we study the PEs in
space dimension 3.
This article is organized as follows: in the rest of this section we recall the PEs
and their linearized form. We also recall the normal modes expansion of the unknowns
and their decomposition into the subcritical and supercritical modes. These two sets
of modes necessitate different treatments and, unlike in dimensions 2 or 2.5, the study
of the supercritical modes is not straightforward. This Section 1 also contains (Section
1.3) a study of the associated stationary operator A, a trace theorem adapted to this
stationary operator which shows that if U = (u, v, ψ) and AU are square integrable, then
the traces of v and ψ are defined on the whole boundary and the trace of u is defined on
part of the boundary (Section 1.4); finally Section 1 finishes with the study of the zero
mode -in the modal decomposition (Section 1.5). Section 2 is devoted to the study of the
subcritical modes for which the stationary problem, partly elliptic and partly hyperbolic,
possesses a regularity result. Section 3 is devoted to the study of the supercritical modes
handled in a different manner; the stationary problem is then fully hyperbolic, and it
does not produce any regularity. Finally in Section 4 we consider the full Primitive
Equations containing both the subcritical and the supercritical modes and we prove our
main existence and uniqueness results for homogeneous and nonhomogeneous boundary
conditions.
Note that the boundary conditions proposed here for the subcritical modes are dif-
ferent than those studied in [10] and [1] in dimensions 2 and 2.5; this change is of no
importance in view of the computational objectives [11]. The related open problem is
the determination of all the sets of boundary conditions making the nonviscous primitive
equation well-posed. The full nonlinear PEs with boundary conditions similar to those
proposed here, will be studied in a separate work.
The article is dedicated to the memory of Jacques-Louis Lions with whom one of the
authors initiated the mathematical theory of the Primitive Equations with viscosity in
[6], [7].
1.1. The Primitive Equations. We now recall the Primitive Equations (PEs); the
emphasis will be on the case of the ocean. The case of the atmosphere can be studied
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similarly with minor changes, as well as the coupled atmosphere and ocean; see e.g. [15].
The equations are derived from the Boussinesq equations by making the hydrostatic
assumption which amounts to replacing the conservation of momentum in the vertical
direction by the hydrostatic equation. Hence the equations
(1.1)





















∂v
∂t
+ (v · ∇)v + w∂v
∂z
+ k × v + ∇φ = 0,
∂φ
∂z
= −ρg,
∇ · v + ∂w
∂z
= 0,
∂T
∂t
+ (v · ∇)T + w∂T
∂z
= 0, ρ = ρ(T ).
The notations are as follows: u = (u, v, w) is the velocity of the water, v the horizontal
velocity, ρ is the density, φ the pressure, T the temperature; ρ = ρ(T ) is the equation of
state. The salinity equation is not present in (1.1), but this would raise little additional
difficulty to take into account the salinity S. As indicated before, the viscosity is not
present in the equations (1.1), this is a crucial point in this study. Equations (1.1)
correspond to the β-plane approximation of the PEs near the latitude θ = θ0, and
f = f0 + βy, f0 = Ω sin θ0 where Ω is the angular velocity of the earth, and β = (df/dy)
at θ = θ0, that is β = f0/a at midlatitudes, (θ0 = π/4); k is the unit vector along the
south to north poles; g is the gravitational constant. The domain occupied by the water
is M = (0, L1) × (0, L2) × (−L3, 0) in the Oxyz system of coordinates.
Equations (1.1) are linearized around the simple uniform stratified flow (1.2)
(1.2) u = U0, v = 0, T = T (z), ρ = ρ0(1 − α(T − T0)),
where U0 > 0, ρ0 > 0 and T0 > 0 are reference average values of the density and
the temperature, α > 0 is a constant and T and ρ are linear in z. We introduce the
Brunt-Väisälä (buoyancy) frequency
N2 = − g
ρ0
dρ
dz
,
and we assume that N does not depend on z. We set u = u + u′, etc., we linearize the
equations and drop the primes. We obtain the following system
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(1.3)



















ut + U0ux − fv + φx = 0,
vt + U0vx + fu+ φy = 0,
Tt + U0Tx +N
2T0
g
w = 0,
ux + vy + wz = 0
φz =
gT
T0
,
where ut = ∂u/∂t, ux = ∂u/∂x, etc. Setting
(1.4) φz = ψ =
gT
T0
,
we can also write
(1.5)













ut + U0ux − fv + φx = 0,
vt + U0vx + fu+ φy = 0,
ψt + U0ψx +N
2w = 0,
ux + vy + wz = 0,
φz = ψ.
1.2. Normal modes expansion. As indicated in [14], the first step of the analysis of
(1.5) consists, by separation of variables, in looking for solutions of the form
(1.6)





u(x, y, z, t) = U(z) û(x, y, t), v(x, y, z, t) = V(z) v̂(x, y, t),
ψ(x, y, z, t) = Ψ(z) ψ̂(x, y, t),
w(x, y, z, t) = W(z) ŵ(x, y, t), φ(x, y, z, t) = Φ(z) φ̂(x, y, t).
Substituting these expressions into (1.5), we find that U ,V ,Φ must be proportional and
W proportional to Ψ. So we just take V = Φ = U , and Ψ = W . Indeed the third
equation (1.5) implies that
− ψ̂t + U0ψ̂x
N2ŵ
=
W
Ψ
(= c′1),
and these quantities are constant since the left-hand side of the last equation depends
on x, y and t and the right-hand side depends on z only. For the sake of simplicity we
can take this constant c′1 equal to one, that is W = Ψ. Similarly, applying the operator
∂/∂t+U0 ∂/∂x to the first and second equations (1.5) we obtain that U ,V and Φ must
be proportional, and so we can take U = V = Φ. Finally the fourth and fifth equations
(1.5) imply that
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− ûx + v̂y
ŵ
=
W ′
U = c
′
2,
φ̂
ψ̂
=
Ψ
Φ′
= c′3,
where c′2, c
′
3 are constant; hence W = c′2 U ′ and
(1.7) U ′′ + λ2U = 0, W ′′ + λ2W = 0,
with λ2 = −c′2/c′3. The natural boundary conditions for w and W are W = 0 at
z = 0 and −L3; thus U and W are solutions of the two-point boundary value problems
consisting of (1.7) and
(1.8) U ′(0) = U ′(−L3) = W(0) = W(−L3) = 0.
We denote by λ2n the corresponding eigenvalues and write
(1.9)











λn =
nπ
L3
, λ2n =
1
gHn
, i.e. Hn =
L23
gn2π2
,
Wn =
√
2
L3
sin(λnz), Un =
√
2
L3
cos(λnz), n ≥ 1, U0 =
1√
L3
.
As usual the functions Un,Wn have been chosen to form an orthonormal set in L2(−L3, 0).
The equations satisfied by û, v̂, etc., will appear below. Indeed having found these
special solutions to equation (1.5), we now look for the general solution in the form
(1.10)







(u, v, φ) =
∑
n≥0
Un(z)(un, vn, φn)(x, y, t),
(w,ψ) =
∑
n≥1
Wn(z)(wn, ψn)(x, y, t).
Substituting these expressions in (1.5), we arrive at the following systems, for n ≥ 1,
(1.11)

































∂un
∂t
+ Ū0
∂un
∂x
− fvn +
∂φn
∂x
= 0,
∂vn
∂t
+ Ū0
∂vn
∂x
+ fun +
∂φn
∂y
= 0,
∂ψn
∂t
+ Ū0
∂ψn
∂x
+N2wn = 0,
φn = −
1
λn
ψn, wn = −
1
λn
(
∂un
∂x
+
∂vn
∂y
)
.
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And, for n = 0, w0 = ψ0 = 0 and there remains
(1.12)





















∂u0
∂t
+ Ū0
∂u0
∂x
− fv0 +
∂φ0
∂x
= 0,
∂v0
∂t
+ Ū0
∂v0
∂x
+ fu0 +
∂φ0
∂y
= 0,
∂u0
∂x
+
∂v0
∂y
= 0.
Note that, since the considered problem is linear, there is no coupling between the
different modes; see e.g. [11] for the nonlinear case which introduces these couplings.
We will study the zero mode separately (see Section(1.5)), and, for n ≥ 1, we use the
last two equations (1.11) and rewrite the first three in the form
(1.13)























∂un
∂t
+ Ū0
∂un
∂x
− fvn −
1
λn
∂ψn
∂x
= 0;
∂vn
∂t
+ Ū0
∂vn
∂x
+ fun −
1
λn
∂ψn
∂y
= 0,
∂ψn
∂t
+ Ū0
∂ψn
∂x
− N
2
λn
(
∂un
∂x
+
∂vn
∂y
)
= 0.
As indicated before, our aim is to propose boundary conditions for (1.11)-(1.13) which
make these equations well–posed and consequently the equations (1.5) also. As we shall
see (see also [10]), the boundary conditions are different depending on whether
1 ≤ n ≤ nc, or n > nc,
where nc, λnc are such that
(1.14)
ncπ
L3
= λnc <
N
Ū0
< λnc+1 =
(nc + 1)π
L3
.
We will not study the non generic case where L3N/πŪ0 is an integer.
The modes 0 ≤ n ≤ nc are called subcritical, and the modes n > nc are called
supercritical. It is convenient to introduce the sub and supercritical components of the
functions defined by:
(1.15) u0 = P0u = U0u0, uI = PIu =
nc
∑
n=1
Unun, uII = PIIu =
∞
∑
n>nc
Unun,
and similarly for all the other functions; of course the zero mode u0 is a subcritical mode,
but, as we will see, we need to treat it separately. With these notations, the equations
(1.5), (1.11), (1.13) are equivalent to the following system:
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(1.16)





u0t + Ū0u
0
x − fv0 + φ0x = 0,
v0t + Ū0v
0
x + fu
0 + φ0y = 0,
u0x + v
0
y = 0,
(1.17)





uIt + Ū0u
I
x − fvI + φIx = 0,
vIt + Ū0v
I
x + fu
I + φIy = 0,
ψIt + Ū0ψ
I
x +N
2wI = 0,
(1.18)





uIIt + Ū0u
II
x − fvII + φIIx = 0,
vIIt + Ū0u
II
x + fu
II + φIIy = 0,
ψIIt + Ū0ψ
II
x +N
2wII = 0,
with the additional relations φ = φ(ψ), w = w(u, v) :
(1.19)









φI = −
nc
∑
n=1
1
λn
ψnUn, wI = −
nc
∑
n=1
1
λn
(unx + vny)Wn,
φII = −
∑
n>nc
1
λn
ψnUn, wII = −
∑
n>nc
1
λn
(unx + vny)Wn.
We will also set U = (u, v, ψ), U0 = P0U,U
I = PIU,U
II = PIIU.
Hereafter, our aim will be to study separately the subscritical and supercritical modes,
proposing suitable boundary conditions for them, and to combine them and obtain ex-
istence, uniqueness and regularity of the solution U. In each case we will study one
(subcritical/supercritical) mode separately and then combine them for the whole sub-
critical and supercritical components. We now conclude this section with some remarks
concerning the stationary (time independent) equations associated with (1.12), (1.13),
and by a trace theorem which will be used repeatedly in the sequel.
1.3. The stationary equations associated with (1.12)-(1.13). The (physical) spa-
tial domain under consideration will be M = M′ × (−L3, 0), where M′ is the interface
atmosphere/ocean, M′ = (0, L1) × (0, L2).
We introduce, componentwise, the differential operators An = (An1,An2,An3) oper-
ating on Un = (un, vn, ψn),
(1.20) AnUn =























Ū0unx −
1
λn
ψnx,
Ū0vnx −
1
λn
ψny,
Ū0ψnx −
N2
λn
(unx + vny),
with Ū0, N and λn > 0 as above.
Our object here is to study (recall) the nature of the stationary (time independent)
equations in M′ :
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(1.21) AnUn = Fn = (Fun, Fvn, Fψn), n ≥ 1.
We momentarily drop the indices n for the sake of simplicity and although this is not
of direct use in the sequel, it is useful to look for the characteristics of the differential
system AU = F. We write this system in the matrix form
(1.22) EUx + GUy = F,
with
E =


Ū0 0 − 1λ
0 Ū0 0
−N2
λ
0 Ū0

 , G =


0 0 0
0 0 − 1
λ
0 −N2
λ
0


and the equation of the characteristics [4] is given by
det (Edx− Gdy) = 0,
that is
det
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
Ū0µ 0 −µλ
0 Ū0µ
1
λ
−N2µ
λ
N2
λ
Ū0µ
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
= 0,
with µ = dx/dy. Hence the equation for µ:
(1.23) Ū0µ
[(
Ū20 −
N2
λ2
)
µ2 − N
2
λ2
]
= 0.
The (real) solution µ0 = 0 exists in all cases, producing the characteristics x = constant
(parallel to the background flow Ū0ex). This corresponds to the first equation:
∂
∂x
(
Ū0u−
ψ
λ
)
= Fu + fv.
Then in the supercritical case, Ū20 −N2λ−2 > 0 and we have two more real characteristics
(1.24)
dx±
dy
= µ± = ±
N
λ
(
Ū20 −
N2
λ2
)−1/2
,
whereas, in the subcritical case, these two characteristics are imaginary.
For the stationary zero mode, we obtain from (1.12) after dropping the Coriolis term:
Ū0ux + φx = Fu,
Ū0vx + φy = Fv,
ux + vy = 0.
(1.25)
By elimination of φ we find
Ū0 (uxy − vxx) = Fu,y − Fv,x
and hence we find the fully elliptic equation
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(1.26) vxx + vyy =
1
Ū0
(Fv,x − Fu,y) .
We infer from this remark that the stationary system AnUn = Fn is fully elliptic for the
zero mode, partly hyperbolic and partly elliptic for the other subcritical modes (one real
characteristic) and fully hyperbolic in the supercritical case (three real characteristics).
This remark will be underlying the studies in Sections 2 and 3, although, as we said, we
do not use it directly.
1.4. A trace theorem. We consider the same differential operator A = (A1,A2,A3),
as in (1.20) operating on U = (u, v, ψ), but the indices n are dropped for the sake of
simplicity:
(1.27) AU =





















Ū0ux −
1
λ
ψx,
Ū0vx −
1
λ
ψy,
Ū0ψx −
N2
λ
(ux + vy),
with Ū0, N, λ = λn > 0 as above, and we consider the space
1
(1.28) X =
{
U ∈ L2(M′)3,AU ∈ L2(M′)3
}
,
endowed with its natural Hilbert norm (|U |2L2(Γi)3 + |AU |
2
L2(Γi)3
)
1
2 . We have
Theorem 1.1. If U = (u, v, ψ) ∈ X , the traces of v and ψ are defined on all of ∂M′,
the trace of u is defined at x = 0 and L1, and they belong to the respective spaces
H−1x (0, L1) and H
−1
y (0, L2). Furthermore the trace operators are linear continuous in the
corresponding spaces, e.g. U ∈ X → u|x=0 is continuous from X into H−1y (0, L2).
Proof. Let us write AU = F = (f1, f2, f3). Since U = (u, v, ψ) ∈ L2(M′)3 = L2x(0, L1;
L2y(0, L2)
3), we see that Uy = ∂U/∂y belongs to L
2
x(0, L1;H
−1
y (0, L2)
3). From A2U =
Ū0vx − λ−1ψy = f2 ∈ L2(M′), we conclude that vx ∈ L2x(0, L1;H−1y (0, L2)), and v ∈
C([0, L1];H−1y (0, L2)), so that its traces at x = 0 and L1 are defined and belong to
H−1y (0, L2). We then have Ū0ux−λ−1ψx = f1 ∈ L2x(0, L1;L2y(0, L2)), Ū0ψx− (N2/λ)ux =
f2 − (N2/λ)vy ∈ L2x(0, L1;H−1y (0, L2)) so that both ux and ψx belong to the last space
and u, ψ ∈ C([0, L1];H−1y (0, L2)); their traces are defined as well at x = 0 and L1. Finally
we write
Ū0vx − λ−1ψy = f2,
(Ū0 −N2/λ2Ū0)ψx − (N2/λ)vy = f3 +N2f1/λŪ0,
from which we conclude that vy and ψy ∈ L2y(0, L2;H−1x (0, L1)) and thus v and ψ ∈
Cy([0, L2];H−1x (0, L1)) and their traces are both defined at y = 0 and L2. Finally all the
mappings above are continuous, and the theorem is proved. 
1We will write An,Xn when it is necessary to emphasize the dependence on n through λ (λ = λn).
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Remark 1.1. Although the values of Ū0, N, λ = λn are intended to be those above,
Theorem 1.1 extends to operators A with the same structure and more general constant
coefficients, and it will be used in this way at times.
1.5. The zero mode. The equations for this mode appear in (1.12) but, for the conve-
nience of the notations, the subscripts are now changed to superscripts. Due to the form
of the third equation, we proceed by analogy with the incompressible Navier Stokes equa-
tions and we determine first u0 = (u0, v0) and then φ0 by solving a Neumann problem.
The natural function space for u0 is
(1.29) H0 =
{
u0 = (u0, v0) ∈ L2(M′)2, u0x + v0y = 0,u0 · n = 0 on ∂M′
}
,
where n = (nx, ny) is the unit outward normal on ∂M′. Recall (see e.g. [13]) that the
trace of u0 · n on ∂M′ makes sense for u0 ∈ L2(M′)2 with div u0 = u0x + v0y ∈ L2(M′)·
If the test function ũ0 = (ũ0, ṽ0) ∈ H0 is smooth, we classically see that (1.12) implies
that
(1.30)
d
dt
(u0, ũ0)H0 + Ū0(u
0
x, ũ
0) + f(ez ∧ u0, ũ0) = 0,
where ez = (0, 0, 1). Conversely if there exists u
0 such that (1.30) is satisfied for all such
ũ0, then there exists φ0 such that equations (1.12) are satisfied.
We then introduce the linear unbounded operator A0 in H,
(1.31) A0u0 = PH0
(
Ū0
∂u0
∂x
+ fez ∧ u0
)
,
with domain
(1.32) D(A0) =
{
u0 ∈ H0,u0x ∈ L2(M′)2
}
,
where PH0 is the orthogonal projector in L
2(M′)2 onto H0. Equation (1.30) is then
equivalent to the evolution equation
(1.33)
du0
dt
+ A0u0 = 0.
Using the Hille-Phillips-Yoshida theorem, it is easy to see that equation (1.33) with
initial condition u0(0) given in H0 or D(A0) produces a well-posed initial value problem.
For that purpose it is sufficient to show that −A0 is the infinitesimal generator of a
contraction semi-group in H0. Since the operator u0 −→ PH0(fez ∧u0) is continuous in
H0, it suffices to show that Ā0u0 = PH0Ū0u0x with domain D(Ā
0) is dense in H0 and
Ā0 is closed which is easy; also Ā0 ≥ 0 as
(Ā0u0,u0)H0 = Ū0
∫
M′
u0x · u0dM′
=
Ū0
2
∫ L2
0
[
|u0|2(L1, y) − |u0|2(0, y)
]
dy
= 0,
(1.34)
the integration in x being justified for u0 ∈ D(A0). We need also to show that Ā0∗ is
positive, but this results from the fact that Ā0∗ = −Ā0, with the same domain. 2 We
2Note that A0∗ = −A0 as well, and of course D(A0∗) = D(A0) = D(Ā0).
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refrain from giving all the details of the proof for this partial result and refer the reader
to Section 4 for the complete analysis.
We now proceed and study the subcritical modes 1 ≤ n ≤ nc.
2. Subcritical Modes
2.1. One subcritical mode (1 ≤ n ≤ nc). We temporarily drop the indices n and first
want to set and study an initial value problem for (1.13) when the mode is subcritical,
that is (see (1.14))
λ = λn <
N
Ū0
(0 ≤ n ≤ nc).
There are several possible choices of suitable boundary conditions; see e.g. different
ones in [10] for a related situation. Here, for a simple subcritical mode 1 ≤ n ≤ nc, we
choose the following boundary conditions:
(2.1)
{
ψ = 0 at x = L1, and y = 0, L2,
v = 0 and u = ψ/λŪ0 at x = 0,
and we introduce the space
(2.2) D(A) =
{
U ∈ L2(M′)3,AU ∈ L2(M′)3, U satisfies (2.1)
}
,
and the operator3
AU = AU.
In view of Theorem 1.1, the traces appearing in (2.1) are well defined when U ∈ L2(M′)3
and AU ∈ L2(M′)3, so that the definition of D(An) in (2.2) makes sense.
Remark 2.1. As indicated above the boundary conditions (2.1) are different than those
in [10] (after neglecting the dependence on y).
We proceed with a regularity result for U in D(A) (see the comments in Section 1.3).
Theorem 2.1. If U = (u, v, ψ) ∈ D(A), then v and ψ belong to H1(M′) and ux belongs
to L2(M′)
Proof. For U ∈ D(A), we set AU = F = (f1, f2, f3). Then, in the distribution sense,
(2.3)





















Ū0ux −
1
λ
ψx = f1,
Ū0vx −
1
λ
ψy = f2,
Ū0ψx −
N2
λ
(ux + vy) = f3.
3When needed we will write also An, An, D(An) to emphasize the dependence on n (λ = λn).
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Combining the first and third equations we find
(2.4) Ū0
(
1 − N
2
λ2Ū20
)
ψx −
N2
λ
vy =
N2
λŪ0
f1 + f3.
Combining this equation with the second equation (2.3), we obtain
(Ū20 −
N2
λ2
)ψxx −
N2
λ2
ψyy =
=
N2
λ
f1x +
N2
λ
f2y + Ū0f3x.
(2.5)
Note that this equation is elliptic in the subcritical case; of course a similar elliptic
equation can be derived for v, but we will not use it. We associate to this equation the
boundary condition ψ = 0 at y = 0, L2 and x = L1 contained in (2.1). Then for the side
x = 0 of M′, a suitable boundary condition is given by (2.4) in which vy = 0 since v = 0
at x = 0; hence
(2.6) −∂ψ
∂n
= ψx = Ū
−1
0
(
1 − N
2
λ2Ū20
)−1(
N2
λŪ0
f1 + f2
)
, at x = 0.
The right-hand side of (2.6) does not make sense on x = 0 for F ∈ L2(M′)3. So we
proceed as follows: we approximate F in L2(M′)3 by a sequence of smooth functions
Fm ∈ C∞(M′)3. For each m, the right-hand side of (2.6) makes sense and we find a
unique solution ψm of (2.4), (2.6) and ψm = 0 on the other sides of M′. Of course ψm
is C∞ on M′ away from the corners and ψm ∈ H1(M′) (at least), see [2]. Then from
ψm, we determine the corresponding v = vm up to an additive constant: vmx and vmy
are given by (2.4) and the second equation (2.3), and these equations are compatible
(i.e. vmxy = vmyx), because of (2.5). Note that vm belongs to H
1(M′) at least, its
trace on the side x = 0 of M′ is defined, vmy = 0 on this side because of (2.6). Hence
vm = 0 on x = 0 by choosing properly the constant. Finally um is determined by the
first equation (2.3) and the boundary condition Um = ψm/λŪ0 at x = 0. In conclusion
Um = (um, vm, ψm) that we just constructed belongs to D(A) and satisfies AUm = Fm.
To pass to the limit m→ ∞, we obtain the suitable a priori estimates as follows: we
multiply the second equation (2.3) by −(N2/λ)ψmy, equation (2.4) by −Ū0ψmx, integrate
over M′ and add these equations. We find
Ū20
(
N2
λ2Ū20
− 1
)∫
Γi
ψ2mxdM′ +
N2
λ2
∫
M′
ψ2mydM′
+
Ū0N
2
λ
∫
Γi
(vmyψmx − vmxψmy) dM′ =
= −
∫
M′
(
N2
λ
fm2ψmy +
N2
λ
fm1ψmx + Ū0fm2ψmx
)
dM′.
(2.7)
The integrals involving vψ cancel each other because it is legitimate to integrate by
parts (enough regularity) and, by integration by parts, taking into account the boundary
conditions (2.1) for Um, we find
(2.8)
∫
M′
vmyψmxdM′ =
∫
Γi
vmxψmydM′.
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Since N2 > λ2Ū20 , we then easily infer from (2.7) that
(2.9) |∇ψm|L2(M′)2 ≤ c|Fm|L2(Γi)2 ≤ const.
Thanks to the boundary conditions on ψm we have a Poincaré inequality which guaran-
tees that
(2.10) |ψm|L2(Γi) ≤ const.,
and ψm is bounded in H
1(M′). As for the construction of vm, the second equation (2.3),
(2.4) and vm = 0 on x = 0 then show that vm is bounded inH
1(M′). Finally Ū0um−ψm/λ
and its x derivative are bounded in L2(M′) so that um and umx are bounded in L2(M′)
as well.
Passing to the limit m → ∞, we obtain Um → Ū , with Ū ∈ D(A) and AŪ = F, Ū
satisfying the desired regularity properties. To conclude, we need to show that Ū = U,
that is A is one-to-one.
We thus consider U ∈ D(A), such that AU = 0. Then U satisfies (2.3) with f1 = f2 =
f3 = 0 and the boundary conditions (2.1): ψ, v also satisfy (2.4), (2.5) and (2.6) with
F = 0. The mixed Neumann-Dirichlet problem of which ψ is solution shows that ψ = 0;
then v = 0 because of (2.4), the second equation (2.3) and v = 0 at x = 0. Finally u = 0
because of the first equation (2.3) and the boundary condition Ū0u− ψλ = 0 at x = 0.
Theorem 2.1 is thus proved. 
2.2. Positivity of A and A∗. We endow the space H = L2(M′)3 with the Hilbert
scalar product and norm
(U, Ũ)H =
∫
Γi
(
uũ+ vṽ +
1
N2
ψψ̃
)
dM′, |U |H = {(U,U)H}1/2 .
Our aim is now to prove that A and its adjoint A∗ defined below are positive in the
sense
(2.11)
{
(AU,U)H ≥ 0, ∀U ∈ D(A),
(A∗U,U)H ≥ 0, ∀U ∈ D(A∗).
These properties are needed to apply the Hille-Phillips-Yoshida theorem (see Section
4). The result for U is now easy thanks to Theorem 2.1. Indeed the following easy
calculations are now legitimate, ∀ U ∈ D(A) :
(AU,U)H =
∫
Γi
[(
Ū0ux −
1
λ
ψx
)
u+
(
Ū0vx −
1
λ
ψy
)
v
+
Ū0
N2
ψxψ −
1
λ
(ux + vy)ψ
]
dM′
=
Ū0
2
∫ L2
0
(u2 + v2)(L1, y)dy
−
∫ L2
0
[
Ū0
2
(u2 +
1
N2
ψ2)(0, y) − 1
λ
(uψ)(0, y)
]
dy
≥ Ū0
2
∫ L2
0
(
(
λŪ0
)−2 −N−2
)
ψ2(0, y)dy ≥ 0.
(2.12)
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All the integrations by parts above are easy to justify for functions in H1(M′). We
just want to emphasize those involving u. If u and ũ belong to L2y(0, L2;H
1
x(0, L1)), then
u, ũ ∈ L2y(0, u2; Cx([0, L1])) and for a.e. y ∈ (0, L2) :
∫ L1
0
(uxũ+ uũx)(x, y)dx = (uũ)(1, y) − (uũ)(0, y)
and, integrating in y,
∫
Γi
(uxũ+ uũx)dxdy =
=
∫ L2
0
[(u, ũ)(1, y) − (uũ)(0, y)]dy.
(2.13)
To prove (2.12), we apply (2.13) with ũ = u, ψ, and v.
We now turn to the definition of the formal adjoint A∗ of A and its domain D(A∗),
in the sense of the adjoint of a linear unbounded operator (see [12]). For that purpose
we first compute (AU, Ũ)H for U and Ũ smooth. By integration by parts, using Stokes
formula, we find:
(AU, Ũ)H =
∫
Γi
[(
Ū0ux −
1
λ
ψx
)
ũ+
(
Ū0vx −
1
λ
ψy
)
ṽ
+
Ū0
N2
ψxψ̃ −
1
λ
(ux + vy)ψ̃
]
dM′
= I0 + I1,
(2.14)
where I0 stands for the integrals in M′ and I1 for the integrals on ∂M′. For I0 we
have
(2.15) I0 =
∫
Γi
(
A∗1Ũu+ A∗2Ũv +N−2A∗3Ũψ
)
dM′,
with A∗Ũ = (A∗1Ũ ,A∗2, Ũ ,A∗3Ũ), and
(2.16) A∗Ũ =





















−Ū0ũx +
1
λ
ψ̃x,
−Ū0ṽx +
1
λ
ψ̃y,
−Ū0ψ̃x +
N2
λ
(ũx + ṽy).
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For I1, taking into account the boundary conditions (2.1), there remains:
I1 =
∫ L2
0
[
Ū0(uũ)(L1, y) + Ū0(vṽ)(L1, y) −
1
λ
(uψ̃)(L1, y)
]
dy
+
∫ L2
0
(
− Ū0
N2
+
1
λ2Ū0
)
(ψψ̃)(0, y)dy
− λ−1
∫ L1
0
[
(vψ̃)(x, L2) + (vψ̃)(x, 0)
]
dx.
According to [12], D(A∗) consists of the Ũ in H such that U → (AU, Ũ)H is continuous
on D(A) for the topology (norm) of H. If U is restricted to the class of C∞ functions with
compact support in M′ (endowed with the norm of H), then I1 = 0, and U → I0 can
only be continuous if A∗Ũ as defined in (2.16) belongs to L2(M′)3. We then observe that
Theorem 1.1 applies to A∗ as well and to more general constant coefficients operators.
Hence if Ũ ∈ D(A∗) then Ũ ∈ L2(M′)3 with A∗Ũ ∈ L2(M′)3, and the traces of Ũ are
defined as in Theorem 1.1. We now restrict U to the class of C∞ functions on M̄′ which
belong to D(A). Then the expressions above of I0 and I1 show that U → (AU, Ũ)H
can only be continuous in U for the topology (norm) of H if the following boundary
conditions are satisfied:
(2.17)
{
ψ̃ = 0 at y = 0, L2 and x = 0,
ṽ = 0 and ũ = ψ̃/λŪ0 at x = L1.
Hence we conclude that4
(2.18) D(A∗) =
{
Ũ ∈ L2(M′)3,A∗Ũ ∈ L2(M′)3, and Ũ satisfies (2.17)
}
.
We have shown indeed that D(A∗) is included in the right-hand side of (2.18). Now,
with exactly the same reasoning as in Theorem 2.1, we can show that
(2.19)
If Ũ = (ũ, ṽ, ψ̃) ∈ D(A∗), then ṽ and ψ̃ belong to H1(M′) and ũx belongs to L2(M′).
Thus using again (2.13), we see that for every U in D(A) and Ũ in D(A∗) (not necessarily
C∞), then (AU, Ũ)H = I0 + I1 as above, with I1 = 0 and I0 as in (2.15), so that
U → (AU, Ũ)H is continuous onD(A) for the norm ofH. The opposite inclusion is proven
and (2.18) is established. This reasoning also shows that, for every Ũ ∈ D(A∗), A∗Ũ =
A∗Ũ ,A∗ as in (2.16).
It is now easy to prove the positivity of A∗, that is the second statement in (2.11).
We proceed as in (2.12), using (2.13):
4Similarly we write A∗n, A∗n, D(A∗n) when the dependence on n needs to be emphasized (λ = λn).
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(A∗U,U)H =
∫
Γi
[(
−Ū0ux +
1
λ
ψx
)
u+
(
−Ū0vx +
1
λ
ψy
)
v +
(
− Ū0
N2
ψx +
1
λ
(ux + vy)
)
ψ ] dM′
= (using the boundary conditions (2.17))
=
Ū0
2
∫ L2
0
(u2 + v2)(0, y)dy
−
∫ L2
0
[
Ū0
2
(u2 +
1
N2
ψ2)(L1, y) −
1
λ
(uψ)(L1, y)
]
dy
≥ Ū0
2
∫ L2
0
(
(λŪ0)
−2 −N−2
)
ψ2(L1, y)dy ≥ 0.
Hence the positivity. Note that we cannot just write (A∗U,U)H = (AU,U)H ≥ 0,
because U in D(A∗) may not belong to D(A). In summary we have proven the following
theorem:
Theorem 2.2. For every U ∈ D(An), as defined in (2.2), we have (AnU,U)L2(M′)3 ≥ 0.
Similarly, for every U ∈ D(A∗n) defined in (2.18), we have (A∗nU,U)L2(M′)3 ≥ 0.
Remark 2.2. Based on the previous results we can show that, for each n, 1 ≤ n ≤
nc,−A = −An is the infinitesimal generator of a contraction semi-group. Then by
application of the Hille-Yoshida theorem we can solve the initial and boundary value
problem associated with equations (1.13) for every such n. We refrain from developing
this and will instead establish a well-posedness result for all modes together, see Section
4.
3. Supercritical Modes
We now consider the initial and boundary value problem for one single supercritical
mode, that is equations (1.11) or equivalently (1.13) when n > nc. We temporarily drop
the indices n, and write e.g.
(3.1) λ = λn >
N
Ū0
3.1. The operator A and its adjoint A∗. Here, for one supercritical mode we choose
the following boundary conditions:
(3.2)
{
u, v, and ψ = 0 at x = 0,
and ψ = 0 at y = 0 and L2.
In this case the operator A = An, is defined by AU = AU as in (1.27), and
(3.3) D(A) =
{
U ∈ H = L2(M′)2,AU ∈ L2(M′), U satisfies (3.2)
}
.
Note that, according to Theorem 1.1, the traces of u, v, ψ appearing in (3.2) and (3.3)
are well-defined when U ∈ L2(M′)3 and AU ∈ L2(M′)3.
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In view of proving that −A = −An is the infinitesimal generator of a contraction
semigroup, our main task is now to show that
(3.4)
{
(AU,U)H ≥ 0,∀U ∈ D(A), and
(A∗U,U)H ≥ 0,∀U ∈ D(A∗)5,
where A∗ is defined below. Our approach for (3.4) is however different from the sub-
critical case which was based on the regularity result Theorem 2.1. In the supercritical
case the equations are hyperbolic and there are no similar regularity results. Instead
we are going to prove that (AU,U)H ≥ 0 when U is sufficiently regular; then we define
A∗ and prove that (A∗U,U)H ≥ 0 for every U , sufficiently regular, in the domain of A∗;
and finally, by passage to the limit, we prove (3.4) for all functions in D(A) and D(A∗)
respectively.
Positivity of A
We prove that (AU,U)H ≥ 0 when U belongs to D(A) and is sufficiently regular (say
in C2(M̄′)3):
(AU,U)H =
∫
M′
[(Ū0ux −
1
λ
ψx)u+ (Ū0vx −
1
λ
ψy)v
+
1
N2
(Ū0ψx −
N2
λ
(ux + vy))ψ]dM′
= (using (3.2) and (3.1))
=
Ū0
2
∫ L2
0
(u2 + v2 +
1
N2
ψ2)(L1, y)dy
− 1
λ
∫ L2
0
(uψ)(L1, y)dy
=
Ū0
2
∫ L2
0
v2(L1, y)dy+
+
Ū0
2
∫ L2
0
(u2 +
1
N2
ψ2 − 2
λŪ0
uψ)(L1, y)dy
≥ 0.
(3.5)
The adjoint A∗
Assume that U ∈ D(A) and Ũ ∈ H are smooth functions; then, as in (2.14):
(AU, Ũ)H =
∫
M′
[
(Ū0ux −
1
λ
ψx)ũ+ (Ū0vx −
1
λ
ψy)ṽ +
1
N2
(Ū0ψx −
N2
λ
(ux + vy))ψ̃
]
dM′
= I0 + I1,
(3.6)
where I0 stands for the integrals on M′ and I1 for the integrals on ∂M′. For I0, we have
I0 =
∫
M′
(
A∗1Ũu+ A∗2Ũv +N−2A∗3Ũψ
)
dM′,
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with A∗Ũ = (A∗1Ũ ,A∗2Ũ ,A∗3Ũ) as in (2.16). For I1, taking into account the boundary
conditions (3.2), there remains:
I1 =
∫ L2
0
Ū0[(uũ) + (vṽ) +N
−2(ψψ̃)](L1, y)dy
−
∫ L2
0
λ−1(ψũ+ uψ̃)(L1, y)dy
−
∫ L1
0
λ−1[(vψ̃)(L2, y) − (vψ̃)(0, y)]dy.
(3.7)
According to [12] , D(A∗) consists of the Ũ in H such that U −→ (AU, Ũ)H is continuous
on D(A) for the topology (norm) of H. If U is restricted to the class of C∞ functions
with compact support in M′ (endowed with the norm of H), then I1 = 0 and U −→ I0
can only be continuous if A∗Ũ as defined in (2.16) belongs to L2(M′)3. If Ũ belongs to H
and A∗Ũ belongs to L2(M′)3, then we already observed that Theorem 1.1 applies to A∗
as well. Consequently the traces of Ũ are defined as in Theorem 1.1 and the calculations
in (3.6) are now valid for any such Ũ (and U in D(A) not necessarily smooth). We
now restrict U to the class of C∞ function on M̄′ which belong to D(A). Then the
expressions above of I0 and I1 show that U −→ (AU, Ũ)H can only be continuous in U
for the topology (norm) of H if the following boundary conditions are satisfied
(3.8)
{
ũ, ṽ and ψ̃ = 0 at x = L1,
and ψ̃ = 0 at y = 0 and L2.
Conversely if Ũ ∈ H,A∗Ũ ∈ L2(M′)3 and the conditions (3.8) are satisfied, then the
calculation (3.6) are valid, I1 = 0, and U −→ (AU, Ũ)H is continuous on D(A) for the
norm of H. Hence Ũ ∈ D(A∗) and we conclude6 that
(3.9) D(A∗) =
{
Ũ ∈ L2(M′)3,A∗Ũ ∈ L2(M′)3, and Ũ satisfies (3.8)
}
;
and that A∗Ũ = A∗Ũ for Ũ in D(A∗),A∗ as in (2.16).
Positivity of A and A∗
The proof of the positivity is not done as in the subcritical case, since the regu-
larity result of Theorem 2.1 is not available in this case. Instead, for A, to prove
that (AU,U)H ≥ 0, for U in D(A), we will construct a sequence of smooth functions
Un ∈ D(A) such that, as n −→ ∞,
Un −→ U in H strongly,
AUn ⇀ AU in H weakly.
Then (AUn, Un)H −→ (AU,U)H and since (AUn, Un)H ≥ 0 by (3.5), (AU,U)H ≥ 0
follows. The proof for A∗ would be similar.
Given U ∈ D(A), with F = (f1, f2, f3) = AU ∈ H, we observe that the calculations
(2.3)-(2.5) are still valid but now, since λ > N/Ũ0 equation (2.5 is hyperbolic. In fact we
are now going to treat (2.5) as a second order evolution equation in x (wave equation), in
which x is the time-like variable and y is the spatial variable. For such a wave equation
6Remember that A,A∗ depend on n through λ = λn; we write An, A
∗
n when the dependance on n needs
to be emphasized.
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we need to prescribe ψ and ψx at x = 01, and ψ at y = 0 and L2. These values of
ψ are given equal to 0, and we are missing ψx which we infer from the first and third
equations (2.3) when U is smooth, which we assume for the moment. Indeed since v = 0
at x = 0, vy = 0 and these equations, restricted to x = 0, become a system
Ū0ux − λ−1ψx = f1,
Ū0ψx −N2λ−1ux = f3,
which allows us to compute ux and ψx at x = 0; hence for ψx:
ψx(0, y) =
1
Ū20 −N2λ−2
(
N2
λ
f1(L1, y)+Ū0f3(L1, y)
)
,
0 < y < L2.
(3.10)
We continue to assume that all functions (f1, f2, f3, u, v, ψ) are sufficiently regular and
we integrate (2.5) from 0 to x. Setting
(3.11) Ψ(x, y) =
∫ x
0
ψ(x′, y)dy ,
we obtain:
− (Ū20 −
N2
λ2
)(ψx(x, y) − ψx(0, y))
− N
2
λ2
Ψyy(x, y) =
N2
λ
(f1(x, y) − f1(0, y))
+
N2
λ
F2y(x, y) + Ū0(f3(x, y) − f3(0, y)),
where
(3.12) Fi(x, y) =
∫ x
0
fi(x
′, y)dx′.
Taking (3.10) into account, there remains
(Ū20 −
N2
λ2
)Ψxx −
N2
λ2
Ψyy =
=
N2
λ
f1 +
N2
λ
F2y + Ū0f3,
(3.13)
which we aim to consider for x > 0, with the ”initial” and boundary conditions:
(3.14)
{
Ψ = 0 and Ψx = ψ = 0 at x = 0,
Ψ = 0 at y = 0 and L2.
We obtain a priori estimates for Ψ in a standard way by multiplying (3.13) by Ψx,
integrating in y and integrating by parts. We find
1
2
(Ū20 −
N2
λ2
)
d
dx
∫ L2
0
Ψ2x(x, y)dy +
N2
2λ2
d
dx
∫ L2
0
Ψ2y(x, y)dy
= −
∫ L2
0
[(
N2
λ
f1 −
N2
λ
F2y + Ū0f3)Ψx](x, y)dy.
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We then integrate in x from 0 to x to obtain, using (3.14):
1
2
(Ū20 −
N2
λ2
)
∫ L2
0
Ψ2x(x, y)dy +
N2
2λ2
∫ L2
0
Ψ2y(x, y)dy
= −
∫ x
0
∫ L2
0
[(
N2
λ
f1 −
N2
λ
F2y + Ū0f3)Ψx](x
′, y)dx′dy.
(3.15)
The term involving F2y can be integrated by parts, using (3.14); we find, all functions
being sufficiently regular:
N2
λ
∫ x
0
∫ L2
0
(F2yΨx)(x
′, y)dx′dy
=
N2
λ
∫ x
0
∫ L2
0
(F2Ψxy)(x
′, y)dx′dy
=
N2
λ
∫ L2
0
(F2Ψy)(x, y)dy −
N2
λ
∫ x
0
∫ L2
0
(F2xΨy)(x
′, y)dx′dy
=
N2
λ
∫ L2
0
Ψy(x, y)
∫ x
0
f2(x
′, y)dx′dy − N
2
λ
∫ x
0
∫ L2
0
(f2Ψy)(x
′, y)dx′dy.
We insert this expression in (3.15) and integrate (3.15) in x from 0 to L1, which leads
to:
(Ū20 −
N2
λ2
)
∫
M′
Ψ2x(x, y)dxdy +
N2
λ2
∫
M′
Ψ2y(x, y)dxdy
=
2N2
λ
∫
M′
Ψy(x, y)(
∫ x
0
f2(x
′, y)dx′)dydx
− 2
∫
M′
[
N2
λ
f1Ψx +
N2
λ
(
∫ x
0
f2(x
′, y)dx′)Ψy + Ū0f3Ψx](x, y)dxdy.
(3.16)
Since Ū0 > N/λ, we easily deduce from (3.16) an estimate
∫
M′
(Ψ2x + Ψ
2
y)(x, y)dxdy
≤ κ1(|f1|2L2(M′) + |f2|2L2(M′) + |f3|2L2(M′)),
(3.17)
where κ1 depends only on the data, namely, L1, L2, Ū0, N and λ. Alternatively (3.17)
can be written as
(3.18)
∫
M′
(ψ2 + Ψ2y)(x, y)dxdy ≤ κ1|F |2L2(M′)3 .
The calculations above have been made under the assumption that U ∈ D(A) (and
AU = F ) are sufficiently regular. The lemma below extends (3.18) to all U in D(A).
Lemma 3.1. In the supercritical case (i.e. assuming (3.1)), (3.18) is valid for every
U = (u, v, ψ) in D(A). There also exists a constant κ2 depending only on the data such
that
(3.19) |U |H ≤ κ2|AU |H , ∀ U ∈ D(A).
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Proof. Given U in D(A), then AU = F = (f1, f2, f3) belongs to H = L
2(M′)3 and it can
be approximated in L2(M′)3 by a sequence of smooth functions Fm = (f1m, f2m, f3m)
which are C∞ with compact support in M′. With these Fm, we solve equation (3.13)
with boundary and initial conditions (3.14) so that we obtain the Ψm which satisfy
(3.18).
As n → ∞, the Fm converge to F in L2(M′)3 and the Ψm converge to Ψ̄ weakly
in H1(M′), where Ψ̄ is the (unique) solution of (3.13), (3.14) in H1(M′). We then
define ψ̄ = ∂Ψ̄/∂x which satisfies equation (2.5) in the distributional sense and (3.18) is
satisfied by ψ̄, Ψ̄ and F . By inspection of (3.13), we notice that Ψ̄yy and F2y belong to
L2x(0, L1;H
−1
y (0, L2)) so that
ψ̄x = Ψ̄xx ∈ L2x(0, L1;H−1y (0, L2)),
and ψ̄ ∈ Cx([0, L1];H−1y (0, L2)). Hence ψ̄(0, ·) is defined and it vanishes according to
(3.14).
Now, integrating in x the first and second equations (2.3) and imposing ū = v̄ = 0 at
x = 0, we define ū and v̄ by setting
Ū0ū−
1
λ
ψ̄ =
∫ x
0
f1dx
′,
Ū0v̄ −
1
λ
ψ̄ydx
′ =
∫ x
0
f2dx
′.
(3.20)
We want to show that the third equation (2.3) is satisfied as well: differentiating the
first equation (3.20) in x and the second equation (3.20) in y we find:
Ū0ūx −
1
λ
ψ̄x = f1, Ū0v̄y −
1
λ
Ψ̄yy = F2y,
and then
Ū0ψ̄x −
N2
λ
(ūx + v̄y) =
= Ū0ψ̄x −
N2
λŪ0
(
1
λ
ψ̄x + f1 +
1
λ
Ψ̄yy + F2y)
=
(
Ū0 −
N2
λ2Ū0
)
ψ̄x −
N2
λ2Ū0
Ψ̄yy −
N2
λŪ0
(f1 + F2y)
= ( by (3.13))
= f3,
so that all three equations (2.3) are satisfied by Ū . Furthermore Ū satisfies the boundary
conditions (3.14) and we conclude that Ū ∈ D(A) and AŪ = F . Since AU = F as well,
we will conclude that Ū = U by showing that A is one-to-one.
To show that A is one-to-one, consider Ũ ∈ D(A) such that AŨ = 0. Then Ψ̃ defined
by (3.11) satisfies (3.13) and (3.14). At this point we do not know that Ψ̃ ∈ H1(M′),
but, at least, we infer from (3.11) that Ψ̃ ∈ L2(M′) since ψ̃ ∈ L2(M′). We then infer
from [5] that (3.13) - (3.14) has a unique solution in L2(M′), so that Ψ̃ = 0. From this
we conclude that ψ̃ = 0 and ũ and ṽ also vanish since they satisfy equations (3.20),
because of the boundary conditions at x = 0. Hence Ũ = 0 and A is one-to-one.
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Returning to U , we conclude at this point that ψ and Ψ satisfy (3.18) which was the
first statement in this lemma.
There remains to prove (3.19); |ψ|L2(M′) ≤ κ|AU |H follows from (3.18), and the
analogue results for u and v follow from (3.20)(and (3.18)).
The proof of the Lemma is complete. 
We can now prove (3.4).7
Theorem 3.1. In the supercritical case (i.e. assuming (3.1)), for every U ∈ D(An), An
defined in (3.3), we have (AnU,U)L2(M′)3 ≥ 0. Similarly, we have (A∗nU,U)L2(M′)3 ≥ 0,
for every U in D(A∗n), A
∗
n and D(A
∗
n) defined in (3.9).
Proof. We prove the result for A, the proof would be similar for A∗.
Considering U ∈ D(A), we approximate AU = F by a sequence of smooth functions
Fm as in Lemma 3.1. To each function Fm, we associate Um ∈ D(A) such that AUm =
Fm: each Um is constructed exactly as we constructed Ū in Lemma 3.1, and Um is
smooth. We easily check that, as m → ∞, Um weakly converges in H to U , whereas
AUm = Fm strongly converges in H to AU = F . Hence
(AUm, Um)H −→ (AU,U)H ,
and since (AUm, Um)H ≥ 0 by (3.5), Um being sufficiently regular, we conclude that
(AU,U)H ≥ 0. 
Remark 3.1. As indicated in Remark 2.2, and based on the previous results, we can
show for each n > nc that −A = −An is the infinitesimal generator of a contraction
semi-group. Then by application of the Hille-Yoshida theorem we can solve the initial
and boundary value problem associated with equations (1.13), for each such n. We
refrain from developing this and we will study all subcritical and supercritical modes at
once (together) in the next section.
4. The initial and boundary value problem for the full system
In this section we aim to combine the results of the previous sections and to investigate
the well-posedness for equations (1.5) associated with the suitable initial and boundary
conditions. We successively consider the case of homogeneous and nonhomogeneous
boundary conditions.
4.1. The homogeneous boundary condition case. As explained in (1.15) the func-
tion U and its respective components are decomposed in the form U = U0 + U I + U II .
Accordingly the basic function space H will be L2(M)3 or
H = H0 × L̇2(M)3,
where H0 is the same as H0 in (1.29), and L̇
2(M) consists of the orthogonal, in L2(M),
of the space of functions independent of z. Like in Section 1.5 the elements of H0 will
be the vectors u0 = (u0, v0). The elements of L̇2(M)3 will be the triplets U = (u, v, ψ);
each of these functions possesses an expansion of the form (1.10) from which we can
accordingly identify the functions with the product of their components, and the space
7We recall that A and A∗ depend on n as λ = λn.
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L2(M) with the product of an infinite sequence of spaces L2(M′). The space H is a
subspace of L2(M)3, just remembering that ψ0 = 0, and its natural scalar product and
norms are essentially those of L2(M)3, more precisely,
(U, Ũ)H =
(
(u, v, ψ), (ũ, ṽ, ψ̃)
)
L2(M)3
= (u, ũ)L2(M) + (v, ṽ)L2(M) +
1
N2
(ψ, ψ̃)L2(M),
|U |H = [(U,U)H ]1/2 .
Each U can be seen as the sum of its three components
(4.1) U = U0 + U I + U II ,
or it can be identified with the infinite sequence of its components {Un}n≥0, in which
case8
|U |2H = |u0|2L2(M′)2 + Σ∞n=1|Un|2L2(M)2 .
The semigroup
We now introduce the operator A and its domain D(A) in H. We have D(A) =
D(A0) ×D(AI) ×D(AII), where the space D(A0) is the same as in (1.32),
(4.2) D(A0) =
{
u0 ∈ H0,u0x ∈ L2(M′)2
}
.
Then (compare to (2.2)):
D(AI) = {U I = (U1, . . . , Unc), Un ∈ L2(M′)3,AnUn ∈ L2(M′)3,
n = 1, . . . , nc, U
I satisfies , (4.4)},
(4.3)
(4.4)
{
ψI = 0 at x = L1, and y = 0, L2,
vI = 0 and uI + φI/Ū0 = 0 at x = 0.
Here we introduced for convenience the function φ = ψ0 + φI + φII = {φn}n≥0 , with,
according to (1.11),
(4.5) φn = −
1
λn
ψn, n ≥ 1.
Finally (compare to (3.3)):
D(AII) =
{
U II = {Un}n>nc , Un ∈ L
2(M′)3,AnUn
∈ L2(M′)3, n = 1, . . . , nc, U II satisfies (4.7)
}
,
(4.6)
(4.7)
{
uII = vII = ψII = 0 at x = 0,
ψII = 0 at y = 0 and L2.
For U =
(
u0, U
I , U II
)
in D(A), we set AU = (A0u0, AIU I , AIIU II) where
8Remember that ψ0 = 0 so that U0 = u0 = (u0, v0).
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A0u0 = PH0
(
Ū0
∂u0
∂x
+ fez ∧ u0
)
as in (1.31) and we define AIU I and AIIU II componentwise by setting
AnUn = AnUn, for 1 ≤ n,
An as in (1.27) with λ = λn.
We now need to define the adjoint A∗ of A and prove that A and A∗ are positive
which will follow promptly from the results in the previous sections.
For the adjoint, it is easy to see that
(4.8) D(A∗) = D(A0∗) ×D(AI∗) ×D(AII∗∗),
with D(A0∗) = D(A0) as shown in Section 1.5, D(AI∗) defined in (2.18) and D(AII∗)
defined in (3.9). Indeed, according to [12], Ũ ∈ D(A∗) if and only if,
U → (AU, Ũ)H = (A0u0, ũ0) + (AIU I , Ũ I) + (AIIU II , Ũ II),
is continuous on D(A) for the topology (norm) of H. Considering successively U =
(u0, 0, 0), U = (0, U I , 0), and U = (0, 0, U II), we obtain that D(A) is included in the
space in the right-hand side of (4.8). Conversely any Ũ in the right-hand side of (4.8)
belongs to D(A) and hence (4.8) is proven.
We can prove the following
Theorem 4.1. The operator −A is infinitesimal generator of a semigroup of contrac-
tions in H.
Proof. According to [17] and [3], it suffices to show that
i) A and A∗ are closed operators, and their domains D(A) and D(A∗) are dense in
H.
ii) A and A∗ are positive:
(AU,U)H ≥ 0, ∀U ∈ D(A),
(A∗U,U)H ≥ 0, ∀U ∈ D(A∗).
(4.9)
For i) we observe, as is well-known, that D(A∗) (resp. D(A)) dense in H implies that
A (resp. A∗) is closed. We proceed componentwise for, say, D(A) : D(A0) defined in
(4.2) is dense in H0, since the C∞ functions u0 = (u0, v0) with compact support in M′
and such that div u0 = u0x + v
0
y = 0 are dense in H
0; see e.g. [13]; and for D(AI) and
D(AII) we simply observe that the C∞ functions with compact support in M′ are dense
in L2(M′).
Finally for (4.9) we proceed componentwise and use the results of the previous sec-
tions, e.g. for A :
(4.10) (AU,U)H = (A
0u0,u0)H0 + (A
IU I , U I)HI + (A
IIU II , U II)HII .
The first term in the right-hand side of (4.10) has been shown to be positive (= 0 in
fact, see (1.34)). The second term is equal to
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nc
∑
n=1
(AnUn, Un)L2(M′)3 ,
and each of these terms is positive as shown in (2.11). Finally the third term
(AIIU II , U II)HII =
∑
n>nc
(AnUn, Un)L2(Γi)3 ,
and each term of the series is positive according to (3.4). 
The initial and boundary value problems
We now consider the whole system of three-dimensional linearized Primitive Equa-
tions, namely (1.5) and introduce the initial and boundary conditions. We start with the
homogeneous boundary conditions and treat subsequently the case of nonhomogeneous
boundary conditions.
As implied by the previous sections the boundary conditions will be different for the
subcritical and supercritical components of U = (u, v, ψ) = (U0, U I , U II). Hence for
U0 = u0(ψ0 = 0), we set (see (1.32)):
(4.11) u0 · n = 0 on ∂M′.
For U I , according to (2.1), the boundary conditions read
(4.12)
{
ψI = 0 at x = L1, and y = 0, L2,
vI = 0 and un = ψn/λnŪ0 at x = 0, n = 1, . . . , nc.
For U II the boundary conditions are inferred from (3.3) and read
(4.13)
{
uII = vII = ψII = 0 at x = 0,
and ψII = 0 at y = 0 and L2.
All these boundary conditions are taken into account in the domain D(A) of A. Finally
if we add the initial conditions
(4.14) U(0) = (u(0), v(0), ψ(0)) = U0 = (u0, v0, ψ0),
then the initial and boundary value problem consisting of equations (1.5), and (4.11) -
(4.14) is equivalent to the abstract initial value problem
(4.15)
dU
dt
+ AU = F,
(4.16) U(0) = U0.
Note that F = (Fu, Fv, Fw) which does not appear in (1.5) is added here for mathematical
generality and to study below the case of nonhomogeneous boundary conditions. By
Theorem 4.1 this problem is now solved by the Hille-Yoshida theorem and we have
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Theorem 4.2. Let H,A and D(A) be defined as in (4.1) - (4.7). Then the initial value
problem (4.15) - (4.16) is well-posed. That is, for every U0 ∈ D(A), and F ∈ L1(0, T,H),
with F ′ = dF/dt in L1(0, T ;H), (4.15) - (4.16) has a unique solution U such that
(4.17) U ∈ C([0, T ];H) ∩ L∞(0, T ;D(A)), dU
dt
∈ L∞(0, T ;H).
4.2. The nonhomogeneous boundary conditions. We now turn to the case of non-
homogeneous boundary conditions for (4.11) - (4.13), that is we want to solve (1.5) with
(4.11) - (4.13) in which the boundary conditions are now nonhomogeneous, and with
initial condition (4.14). We assume that all boundary data are inferred from a function
U g = (ug0, U gI , U gII) which is defined in M × [0, T ]. We also assume that U g is given
by its normal modes expansions:
(4.18)
U g(x, y, z, t) =
(
∑
n≥0
ugn(x, y, t)Un(z),
∑
n≥0
vgn(x, y, t)Un(z),
∑
n≥1
ψgn(x, y, t)Wn(z)
)
.
We now set
U = U# + U g,
and observe that U# ∈ D(A) if U# is smooth enough (homogeneous boundary condi-
tions). Then U# will be sought as the solution of the linear evolution equation
dU#
dt
+ AU# = F#,
U#(0) = U#0 ,
(4.19)
where
(4.20) U#0 = U0 − U g|t=0
and
(4.21) F# = F − ∂U
g
∂t
−AU g.
Here AU g is defined by its normal mode expansion, where each (AU g)n is equal to
AnU gn,An as in (1.27).
Theorem 4.2 will be applicable to (4.19) and we will obtain the desired existence and
uniqueness result for U, provided we assume that U#0 and F
# satisfy the hypotheses of
Theorem 4.2. It is very easy to give sufficient (non necessarily optimal) conditions on U g
which guarantee that U#0 ∈ D(A) and F# and dF#/dt are in L1(0, T ;H). We assume
e.g. the following
U0,
∂U0
∂x
,
∂U0
∂y
∈ L2(M)3, and div u00 = 0,
F,
∂F
∂t
∈ L1(0, T ;L2(M)3),
U g,
∂U g
∂t
,
∂U g
∂x
,
∂U g
∂y
,
∂2U g
∂t2
,
∂2U g
∂x∂t
,
∂2U g
∂y∂t
∈ C([0, T ];L2(M)3).
(4.22)
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In addition we require that U0 and U
g satisfy certain compatibility conditions, for t =
0, and (x, y) ∈ ∂M′, conditions which guarantee that U#0 ∈ D(A). Setting U0 =
(ũ0, ṽ0, ψ̃0) = (Ũ
0
0 , Ũ
I
0 , Ũ
II
0 ),
9 we require
ũ0 · n = u0g · n, on ∂M′, at t = 0
ψ̃I0 = ψ̃
gI at t = 0 and x = L1, or y = 0 or L2,
ṽI0 = ṽ
gI and ũon = ψ̃on/λnŪ0 = ũ
g
n − ψ̃gn/λnŪ0
at x = 0 and t = 0, n = 1, . . . , nc,
ũII0 − ũgII = ṽII0 − ṽgII = ψ̃II0 − ψ̃gII , at x = 0 and t = 0,
ψ̃II0 − ψ̃gII = 0, at t = 0 and y = 0 or L2.
(4.23)
With the regularity hypotheses (4.22) and the compatibility hypotheses (4.23), we
obtain U satisfying
U ∈ C([0, T ];L2(M)3),
AU ∈ L∞(0, T ;L2(M)3),
∂U
∂t
∈ L∞(0, T ;L2(M)3),
(4.24)
and the boundary conditions for 0 < t < T :
u0 · n = ug · n on ∂M′,−L3 < z < 0,
ψI = ψgI at x = L1 and y = 0, L2,
vI = vgI at x = 0,
uIn−ψIn/λnŪ0 = ugIn − ψgIn /λnŪ0, at x = 0, n = 1, . . . , nc,
uII = ugII , vII = vgII , ψII = ψgII at x = 0,
ψII = ψgII at y = 0 and L2.
(4.25)
In summary, we have proven the following theorem:
Theorem 4.3. We assume that U0, F and U
g are given satisfying the hypotheses (4.22)
and (4.23). Then there exists a unique U solution of the Primitive Equations (1.5),
satisfying the regularity properties (4.24), the boundary condition (4.25) and the initial
condition (4.16).
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